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Will banks move to Smart Dew burglar alarms? A new invention by Tel Aviv University, a network of small sensors such as dew drops called Smart Dew, is said to faint even the most determined intruder. Scattered outdoors on rocks, fence poles and doors, or indoors on a bank floor, drops of high-tech dew could prove to be a new and cheap alternative to traditional burglar
alarms. Tens, hundreds or even thousands of Smart Dew sensors, each equipped with a controller and radio frequency transmitter/receiver, can also be connected wirelessly to detect the difference between humans, animals, cars and trucks. Dew belong here or are you an intruder? We have created a generic system that has no scale limits, says Professor Shapira of the
engineering faculty. This makes it especially useful for large farms or even for national borders where it is difficult to install fences or constantly patrol them. Every single 'dew drop' can detect an intrusion within a 50-meter parameter. And at a cost of just 17p per drop, Professor Shapira says his solution is the cheapest and smartest on the market. Part of Smart Dew's appeal is its
near invisibility, says Professor Shapira: Because smart dew wireless network sensors are so small, a bionic vision would be needed to notice them. There would be so many small droplets on the monitored area that it would be impossible to find each one. Sensor resizingAs conventional alarm systems, every drop of Smart Dew can be programmed to monitor a different condition.
Sounds could be picked up by a miniature microphone, or metal in cars could be detected by a magnetic sensor. Smart dew droplets could also be programmed to detect temperature changes, carbon monoxide emissions, vibrations, or light. Each drop sends a radio signal to a base station that collects and analyzes data, sending an alarm signal via rigid wiring or a mobile phone.
It is a light sensor circuit. With small modifications it can be transformed into an anti-theft alarm circuit. Principle:The buzzer rings until the light falls on LDR.ma when LDR enters the darkness the alarm stops. Connections are shown in the base circuit previouslyParticipated to the 123D circuit contest Learn how to better protect yourself and your family with these privileged secrets.
[step-list-wrapper title= time=]13 Things a thief won't tell you[step-item number=1. image_url= title=Sometimes I carry notes. ] Sometimes, I dress like a lawn boy and carry a rake. I do my best to never, ever look like a con man. [/step-item] [step-item number=2. image_url= title=The two things I hate the most: ] Dogs and neighbors of the nosy. [/step-item] [step-item number=3.
image_url= title=I'll break a window to enter, even if it makes a bit of noise. ] If your neighbor hears a loud sound, they will stop what they are doing and wait to hear it again. If he doesn't hear it again, he'll just go back to was doing. It's human nature. [/step-item] [step-item number=4. image_url= title=Alarm only works if it is enabled. ] I'm not lamenting, but why would you pay all
that money for a fantasy alarm system and leave the house without setting it up? [/step-item] [step-item number=5. image_url= title=I love looking in your windows. ] I'm looking for signals you like at home and for flat-screen TVs or gaming systems. I will drive or walk through your neighborhood at night, before you close the curtains, just to choose my goals. [/step-item] [step-item
number=6. image_url= title=Avoid announcing your vacation on your Facebook page. ] It's easier than you think to search for your address. [/step-item] [step-item number=7. image_url= title=Lock windows. ] For you, leaving that window open just a crack during the day is a way to get some fresh air out. It's an invitation to me. [/step-item] [step-item number=8. image_url= title=If
you don't respond when knocked, I try the door. ] Occasionally, I hit the jackpot and I'm directly in. [/step-item] Sources: Convicted burglars in North Carolina, Oregon, California and Kentucky; security consultant Chris McGoey, who runs crimedoctor.com; and Richard T. Wright, professor of criminology at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, who interviewed 105 thieves for his
book Burglars on the Job.Janice Lieberman, reader's digest editor, shared these and other tips on the Today Show and her blog. [/step-list-wrapper] You probably consider your home a safe haven from all the danger and chaos in this crazy world, and most of the time, it is. But as sure as you can feel when you curl up on the couch or enjoy a home-cooked meal, you could
compromise your home's defenses without even knowing it, leaving you vulnerable to exorci and robberies. Redouble your efforts to protect your home from hazy robbers by making some small changes in landscape, home décor, and daily habits. Although minor, these small steps could mean the difference between a quiet and quiet night or a home invasion. For more safety tips,
consider:10 ways to make your thief-proof home for less than $1008 Ways to make it look like you're at home when you're not 11 ways you might invite thieves into your Getty Images home Peace of mind was much harder to find. It turns out that alarm systems, surveillance cameras and even dogs don't keep thieves away. Most criminals know proven tricks to get around almost
any deterrent, putting your valuables and security at risk. NBC 4 New York made the surprising discovery after examining prisoners convicted of burglary or break-in and entry. The thieves admitted that they had surveillance, usually hitting late-night in the morning. In fact, 29% admitted to knocking first with an alibi at the ready, such as a bellboy, landscaper or cable repairman. As
for these expensive alarm systems, 74% say they would strike anyway. Le Le they said they can disarm the system, avoid triggering it or leave before the police even arrive. To add to that, a mask can easily trick security cameras, and dogs only require a bite of peanut butter to lock their jaws so that they don't bite. But don't freak out yet. There are some habits that can
discourage scammers. More importantly, avoid talking about valuables or holidays in public. Bragging about new jewelry or electronics isn't polite anyway, but it's also going to affect potential intruders. Another useful practice? Make friends with your neighbors. Nosiness usually affects an uncovered nerve, but a vigilant friend could actually save your things. This content is
imported from third parties. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. [h/t NBC 4 New York This content is created and managed by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
Fire tutorials. I can't work with them, I can't live without them. Today's Wall Street Journal considers what your response to a fire drill might say about your sense of self-importance and place in the corporate hierarchy. (Subscription required). How do you react when I turn off the fire drill? Have you ever volunteered as a fireman for your team or company? Have you ever been to a
meeting that continued through the faint bleats of the little red box? Share your stories. I made a burglar alarm for less than $5 and items I found lying in the house! No welding is required. (optional welding) I also uploaded this video in the video section. Watch my video below:4x4 piece of board, 1 spring, 3 elastic bands of normal size, 1 jumbo paper clip, 3 regular-size paper
clips, 1 thumb dot, 1 AA battery, 6 to 8 inches of wire or kite rope, 1 spare thin cardboard piece, an aluminum cake pan, Radio Shack AA battery stand (270-401A), Radio Shack's Mini Buzzer 3VDC (273-053A). Place the AA battery stand on the 4x4 piece of cardboard and drill 4 holes around the battery stand. Push an elastic through the bottom hole and pull it through the other
hole. Attach the rubber band to the other side with a paperclip. Do it for both holes. Insert the battery into the AA battery stand and slide the two rubber bands over the battery stand. Put your brooch on the piece of cardboard. Now hit 2 holes on each side of the spring. Push an elastic through the hole and pull it through the other hole. Fix it on the other with a paperclip. Slide the
spring under the rubber bands. Place your mini buzzer on the cardboard. Use a finger fin to hit 2 holes for the buzzer (image1). Open your jumbo paperclip. Push both ends of the paperclip through the buzzer holes (image2). Now fold the paperclip against the cardboard to secure the mini buzzer (image3). Take your brooch and put it up aluminum pan. Sketch a pattern (with a pen)
around the top half of the spring (image1). Crop the pattern in a boot shape (image2). You're going to need two. Stick a hole in the tip of the boot with a finger dot (image3). Look at image 4 for the final result. Now superglue or tape the aluminum boot inside the spring (I used adhesive tape). Slide the spring inside the rubber band (image2). Cut a small square from the thin piece of
cardboard (image1). Stick a hole in the square with the tip of your thumb (image2). Pull the kite wire or rope through the hole and tie a knot (image3). Now tie a knot around the tip of your thumb (image4). Insert the black wire from the AA batter door through the aluminum boot hole (image1). Insert the other black wire from the mini buzzer through the aluminum boot hole (image2).
Place the piece of cardboard between the spring. Now tie (or weld) the two red wires together. Put adhesive tape at the bottom of your new alarm (image1). Now your $5 dollar burglar alarm is now complete (picture2)! Place the $5 dollar burglar alarm on your door (image1). Push the lever into the wall (image2). Now open the door to test it (image3)! The aluminum boots in the
core come into contact when the cardboard is extracted. That's what triggers the alarm! You can also use it as a travel cable alarm! You might want to fix the $5 dollar burglar alarm with thumb dots if you use it as a travel cable alarm. Be sure to check out the video version of this step by step instructible in the Intro. NOTE*** You can always use a stronger buzzer for this project.
Good luck!!! Johnny Rock Stah Stah
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